Volunteer Position Available For June 2014 Issue

IJHEPS calls volunteers interested to contribute toward the scientific development in the field of Humanities, Engineering & Pharmaceutical Sciences. Now a day’s thousands of researches are being carried out in the area of Humanities, Engineering & Pharmaceutical sciences globally. What we need is to provide a platform for those who are working in this direction so that they can share their research works and can exchange their views. IJHEPS is a step in doing this....

The IJHEPS is an effort to invite the ideas, researches of the scholars on different issues that may bring about changes in the society accelerating the process of development that is sustainable in all the ways. Our effort is to open a discourse on social, political, economic, and scientific & technological issues. It is an effort to invite the scholars of Academic bent from various disciplines to come forth with their innovative work, valuable research and book reviews, to the benefit of the academics and the society.

Responsibilities of Volunteer

- To Promote IJHEPS.
- Taking Part in online meeting.
- Contact & Collaborate with Universities/Institutions
- Coordinate & work closely with core body
- Plan, Arrange & Manage Online Events.

Any Volunteer whose acts are found to be prejudicial to the interest of the Journal shall be disqualified by the editorial team on recommendation of the core body.

If you are willing to be a part of this global movement, do join us as a volunteer. Your comments and suggestions will help us to improve our services. The selected volunteers name will be displayed in our June 2014 digital issue (The Magma edition). To apply send your CV with the position as a volunteer in the subject to journalboard@gmail.com.

Eligibility: Minimum Qualification Post Graduate in any discipline
Last date to send CV : 25 February 2014
Announcement of Selected Volunteers: 01 March 2014

With Regards,
IJHEPS Team